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About This Game

In this underwater puzzle game you control fish secret agents Max Flounder and Tina Guppy.
Seemingly a common case turns into a tough fight with a mysterious enemy and the strings appear to lead pretty high.

Fortunately, you are not alone. Cool crab brothers, a retired agentess, lost baby seahorse and peculiar pair of snails - all of them
will join you to help you to discover the evil one. You will need all your wits if you want to win!

Key features:

Unlimited gameplay

100+ mind-boggling levels based on simple, yet interesting mechanics.

Funny story told by animated sequences.
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3,000+ professionally dubbed comments and dialogs.

Lots of bonus stuff to be found and unlocked by the player.

Three unique playable characters: agents Tina and Max + crab Virgil.

Dozens hours of gameplay for whole family!

Best solution challenge at www.fish-fillets.com.

Send your score to internet chart and compare to other players.

Includes Level Editor - allows fans to create new mission and campaigns that can be used in the game.
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Title: Fish Fillets 2
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Altar Games
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2007
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English,Czech
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a masterpeace..... quot;I am glad they made fish fillets out of those horrible voice actors" - Timo en Folkert

But if you like the game "Traffic" your going to have a blast!. This game is literally an abortion, but♥♥♥♥♥♥ it was 99 cents.
Really ♥♥♥♥ing difficult but fun. Very hard game to play, and had no Idea that I even owned this.

took ages to get past the tutorial levels on its own.

Let alone working out the rest of the game lol

Recommend only for if you have some time to kill.. A glorious puzzle game from the same publisher as the ARMA series

ARMA has nothing on this fish themed puzzle game
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Got it in the humble bundle, cute funny game thats worth the play so far.. it good. i got stuck. bad. uh. friend buy for me. fun..
How high were the creators of this game? Honestly.... This is the best game I have ever played.. Quite possibly the greatest game
ever made? The depth of the puzzles and characters I have yet to come accross a game that is as deep as this one. The story of
this game is so deep I don't really know where to start so I'll let you play it yourself so you can be amazed by this masterpiece. If
you have not yet purchased this yet please do yourself a favor and treat yourself to this masterpiece.. If you're looking for a
game that really packs a punch look no further than Fish Fillets 2. Reloaded and better than ever this sequel provides action,
depth and sinister tartar sauce. Crispy fresh next level graphics accompanied by unrivaled gameplay; this innovative game will
be top of the line for years to come. Don't waste another minute waiting and purchase your own copy of Fish Fillets 2 right
now!. Wow. Diabolically difficult puzzler. Your little grey cells will be tested to the max from the very beginning of the game.
Escaping is not so hard.... but collecting those bonus starfish certainly is. You MUST use both fish as a team to achieve your
goals and be ready to think way outside the box here. If you like to be challenged then you will appreciate this game. There is
pretty much one solution to any given puzzle and you need to find it to succeed. Thankfully there is a seemingly infinite undo
system or you can simply restart when you feel beyond recovery. This is well worth the money as the challenges will baffle you
for a worthwhile amount of time.. good gaem stel pipes help beatuy of game
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